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Summary 
For Carillion, energy management is about so much more than securing a 
great wholesale price. An existing customer of British Gas, when it came time 
for contract renewal, they looked around the market but decided that only 
British Gas could provide the combination of sound procurement advice, 
commitment to helping reduce consumption and the partnership approach 
that they had come to rely on. 

The Challenge 
Carillion has rigorous requirements when it comes to energy. They need 
reliable data, accurate billing and support in meeting their challenging 
corporate sustainability targets. Asking for 100% renewable energy, with 
risk managed trading and support to identify and reduce areas of high 
consumption was the very minimum that Carillion would accept when looking 
for an energy supplier. 

The Solution  
Our bespoke flexible trading basket was designed around Carillion’s risk 
profile. Taking the time to understand our customers’ needs means we can 
deliver the optimal hedging and procurement strategy to suit their needs.  
All electricity purchased is certified 100% Renewable Energy Guarantee of 
Origin, supporting Carillion’s ambitious environmental targets. 

Alongside this, Carillion has signed up to a free trial of Panoramic Power, our 
wireless electricity product, across 13 sites. This gives real-time information 
on demand at device level to allow easy identification and diagnosis of errant 
energy consumption. 

All this was underpinned by the great customer service Carillion has come to 
expect from the many years working with British Gas. 

The Benefits  
• 100% renewable energy

•  Bespoke, Flexible 
Trading customised to 
suit Carillion’s needs

•  Device-level energy 
monitoring to support

•  Easy access to a 
dedicated Account 
Manager
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Along the way 
Carillion has been delighted with the support they have received, both on 
the trading side and in the support around energy reduction.  Carillion are 
provided with regular information around market fundamentals, regulatory 
changes and other industry insights, all of which help them to secure 
consistently competitive pricing and successfully manage a customised 
procurement and risk management strategy. 

Clear, transparent billing and access to detailed energy consumption 
data enables them to meet their energy reduction targets and, where 
queries have arisen, these are dealt with swiftly and expertly by the 
Customer Account Manager, supported by a team of experienced energy 
professionals. 

The Panoramic Power energy monitoring system also allows Carillion to 
identify issues at an early stage – key for a facilities management company 
whose reputation relies upon proactive and effective maintenance and 
reliable building services. 

The verdict 
As a third party facilities management provider, high quality customer 
service and commitment to the environment are core to Carillion’s corporate 
beliefs.  The partnership with British Gas helps deliver these values and 
manage energy demand in an intelligent, forward thinking way. 

Electricity supply contract agreed via our Renewable Energy 
for Business product. Carillion will be able to demonstrate 

zero carbon emissions for electricity consumption 

Gas supply - 30 GWh per annum, 
roughly equivalent to £1m per 
annum spend and covers 62 sites

Electricity supply - 30 GWh per annum, 
roughly equivalent to £3m per 
annum spend and covers 148 sites

Contract from 
April 2017 
to March 2022

To find out more:  
Please contact  
corporatesales@britishgas.co.uk
0845 070 3720
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“As part of our due diligence, we looked at other 
suppliers. The decision to stay with British Gas was 
made not only due to the competitive pricing and great 
customer service we had got used to, but the strong 
commitment to working with us to help identify and 
diagnose areas where we could reduce our consumption. 
We've also found the Panoramic Power programme 
invaluable in meeting our energy efficiency targets.”

David Isteed, Group Property Director  
for Carillion Estates


